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Learning Outcomes  
● Introduce the idea of data visualization and discuss options for creating them 
● Introduce Tableau Public and demonstrate how it can be used to create data 
visualizations 
● Experiment with a basic dataset and highlight how to get started to create a simple viz 
● Discuss potential ways Tableau can be used at your library  
What Is Data Visualization? 
“‘All data visualizations map data values into quantifiable 
features of the resulting graphic. We refer to these features 
as aesthetics” (Wilke, 2019) 
Types of data visualization include: 
● Scientific Visualization 
● Information visualization 
● Infographics 
Options for Data Viz  
Pros: Intuitive interface, integrates well with Microsoft products, 
affordable pricing 
Cons: Performance issues with very large datasets 
Pros: Strong support community due to high use (over 60, 000 
accounts), easy public sharing, integrates well with large live updating 
datasets 
Cons: Advanced features have a steeper learning curve 
Pros: Highly customisable, wide feature set 
Cons: Free option comes with limited user keys (i.e. you can’t open your 
viz on different computers), better for experienced users 
Pros: Large library of live templates, big range of export options, very 
mobile friendly 
Cons: Requires familiarity with Javascript 
All about Tableau Public   
Tableau Public is a free data visualization tool that can be used to: 
● Tell a story with your data “vizzes” 
● Find relevant & interesting data visualizations using hashtags  









Save your vizzes to your 
profile 
 
Make them public and 
findable by adding hashtags 
 
Community of Practice 
aspect allows you to follow 
others 
Experimenting with Tableau Public  
Tableau Public Experiment Goals 
● Connect to a dataset  
● Start a new worksheet with the data 
● Experiment with different combinations of measures & dimensions 
● Find a data viz for your dataset 
● Try using the color and details options in your marks box 
Thoughts? 
Further Resources 
InfoVis Wiki: https://infovis-wiki.net/wiki/Main_Page 
Data Visualization Catalog: https://datavizcatalogue.com/ 
Tableau Tutorials for Beginners: https://data-flair.training/blogs/tableau-tutorial/ 
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